
EDUCATING ON THE NATURE & DIGNITY OF WOMEN 
Endow is a Catholic apostolate for women. We call women together to study the important 

documents of the church. Through Endow groups, women encounter their identity as daughters  
of God, enabling them to grow in their faith and ultimately discover their mission in life. 

Join a movement of women who want to cultivate deep friendships by studying the rich  
spiritual and intellectual documents of the Catholic Church! An Endow Study is an 8-12 week 

commitment. The Method is simple: gather together, read the chapter aloud and discuss the 
questions at the end of each section. There is no preparation and no homework required. 

To learn more, visit the START HERE page on our website. Study guides cost $29.95, plus shipping. 
Discounts and scholarships are available. 

Learn more at endowgroups.org, follow us @endowgroups on Facebook & Instagram. 

$29.95
per study guide

The final study guide in our High School Study Series reiterates the truth that God 
has created each human person for a unique purpose. It emphasizes how we can 
discover God’s plan for us by growing in relationship with Him and connects the 
concept of each young woman’s feminine genius to how God is calling her to live 
it out in our world. Created for Mission introduces the pillars of Catholic Social 
Teaching and presents the corporal and spiritual works of mercy as a foundation 
on which women can build their understanding of their own personal vocation. 

By learning about the lives of St Catherine Drexel, St Francis of Assisi and others, 
young women will learn how to develop a deepened interior life and will naturally 
begin to contemplate their mission in life even before they leave home for college.

COME AND JOIN
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